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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles
with the Analytic/Synthetic Distinction?

Roberto G. de Almeida and Caitlyn Antal

One failure a week is just bracing and good for you.
—Allen Newell (1991).

Abstract At least since Quine (From a logical point of view. Harvard University1

Press, Cambridge, MA, 1953) it has been suspected that a semantic theory that rests2

on defining features, or on what are taken to be “analytic” properties bearing on the3

content of lexical items, rests on a fault line. Simply put, there is no criterion for4

determining which features or properties are to be analytic and which ones are to5

be synthetic or contingent on experience. Deep down, our concern is what cogni-6

tive science and its several competing semantic theories have to offer in terms of7

solution. We analyze a few cases, which run into trouble by appealing to analyticity,8

and propose our own solution to this problem: a version of atomism cum inferences,9

which we think it is the only way out of the dead-end of analyticity. We start off10

by discussing several guiding assumptions regarding cognitive architecture and on11

what we take to be methodological imperatives for doing semantics within cognitive12

science—that is a semantics that is concerned with accounting for mental states. We13

then discuss theoretical perspectives on lexical causatives and the so-called “coer-14

cion” phenomenon or, in our preferred terminology, indeterminacy. And we advance,15

even if briefly, a proposal for the representation and processing of conceptual content16

that does away with the analytic/synthetic distinction. We argue that the only account17

of mental content that does away with the analytic/synthetic distinction is atomism.18

The version of atomism that we sketch accounts for the purported effects of analyt-19

icity with a system of inferences that are in essence synthetic and, thus, not content20

constitutive.21
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Our concern in this paper is, on the surface, not new. For long—at least since Quine25

(1953) in modern times, to say little of Kant’s “cleavage” problems way back then—26

it has been suspected that a semantic theory that rests on defining features, or on what27

are taken to be “analytic” properties bearing on the content of lexical items, rests on a28

fault line. Simply put, there is no criterion for determining which features or proper-29

ties are to be analytic and which ones are to be synthetic or contingent on experience.30

But that is just the glossy if old shell of our concern. Deep down, our concern is what31

cognitive science and its several competing semantic theories have to offer in terms32

of solution, if any at all. With this in mind, we analyze a few cases, which run into33

trouble by appealing to analyticity, and propose our own solution to this problem: a34

version of atomism cum inferences. We are aware that the proposal we have to offer35

is at odds with widely held views, but we think it is the only way out of the dead-36

end of analyticity, if one is not to be burdened with producing an analytic/synthetic37

criterion. We start off by discussing several guiding assumptions regarding cognitive38

architecture and on what we take to be methodological imperatives for doing seman-39

tics within cognitive science—that is a semantics that is concerned with accounting40

for mental states. We then discuss theoretical perspectives on a range of seemingly41

disconnected phenomena—in particular lexical causatives and the so-called “coer-42

cion” phenomenon or, in our preferred terminology, indeterminacy. And we advance,43

even if briefly, a proposal for the representation and processing of conceptual content44

that does away with the analytic/synthetic distinction. We will argue that the only45

account of mental content that does away with the analytic/synthetic distinction is46

atomism. The version of atomism we will sketch accounts for the purported effects47

of analyticity with a system of inferences that are in essence synthetic and, thus, not48

content constitutive.49

1 Semantics and the Architecture of Cognition50

It is not uncommon for cognitive scientists working in semantics to mix their51

metaphors regarding how they envision the nature of mental representations and52

processes. Perhaps they do so inadvertently, but the price is a lack of clarity on what53

one takes to be the very nature of the representation of content and the computational54

processes that are content-bearing. And if there is one issue that research in semantics55

needs to be clear about, it is how it conceives content representation and processing.56

As an example, consider sentence (1).57
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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles with the Analytic … 3

(1) Mary began a book.58

Imagine now that the issue at hand is how a sentence such as (1) might be inter-59

preted. The proposal quoted in (2) is apropos the sorts of psychological events carried60

out during the comprehension process of (1). The semantic issues underlying this61

proposal will be dealt with a little later, but we start off with the commitments of this62

proposal vis-à-vis cognitive architecture.63

(2) “(a) When encountering the noun book, comprehenders access the word’s
lexical entry and attempt to integrate various stored senses of this word into
the evolving semantic representation of the sentence.  

(b)  The mismatch between the verb’s selectional restrictions and the stored
senses of the noun triggers a coercion process.  

(c)   Comprehenders use salient properties associated with the complement
noun and other relevant discourse elements (including but not necessarily
limited to the agent phrase) to infer aplausible action that could be performed
on the noun.

(d)  Comprehenders incorporate the event sense into their semantic
interpretation of the VP by reconfiguring the semantic representation of the 

into [β began[α reading the book]].
(Conceivably, this could also require reconfiguration of an associated
syntactic representation.)” (Traxler et al., 2005, p. 4) 

β began[α the book]]complement, converting [

64

We use this as a convenient example of the kinds of constraints—or lack thereof—65

that may drive semantic proposals within the language processing literature. As we66

will see, similar proposals abound in semantic theory.67

While there are many ideas to unpack in the proposal presented in (2), at first68

glance, we can notice that they are unclear about their cognitive architectural commit-69

ments. Specifically, the type of information that enters into semantic processing, and70

the manner in which this information is incorporated within the semantic represen-71

tation of the sentence runs into trouble with compositionality, a key characteristic72

of human cognitive architecture. For instance, as per (2a), a lexical item is said73

to store numerous “senses” which comprehenders “attempt” to integrate within a74

semantic representation. As per (2c), nouns and other “discourse elements” have75

“salient properties”. And, moreover, these types of information (senses, properties,76

and other “elements” of discourse) are used somehow to carry inferences about a77

“plausible action” performed with the object by the agent. Thus, based on (2a) and78

(2c), lexical tokens are supposed to have both numerous senses and salient properties79

(features, we assume). And based on (2b), verbs also have selectional restrictions—80

though we assume that verbs have senses and salient properties too. And if lexical81

tokens are supposed to possess all these semantic dimensions, the question then82

becomes how does the very “attempt” to integrate them all, including the inferences83
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4 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

which the elements trigger, achieve a semantic composition as in (2d)? In other84

words, what are the criteria for deciding the kinds of information to be taken as85

senses and salient properties of particular lexical items, and how does the system86

choose, among all possibilities at its disposal, the proper information that will yield87

a semantic composition? In summary, we highlight these issues with this proposal,88

not only for their lack of clarity qua semantic representations and processes, but89

also because they are unclear regarding their underlying cognitive architecture. We90

suspect that this proposal is in line with an interactive-activation framework, which91

makes it incompatible with the view that sentences—in fact the propositions that they92

express—are compositional (see, e.g., Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Pelletier, 2004).193

We will return to the semantic properties of this proposal in Sect. 2 and discuss our94

own alternative, in Sect. 3. Our present goal is to provide an illustration of current95

affairs. But before moving on to discuss this specific proposal and contrast it with96

our own, we want to layout in very general terms what we take to be the cognitive97

architecture underlying our view of semantic representations and processes.AQ1 98

To begin with, our commitments unequivocally reside with the view that represen-99

tations are symbolic, with processes over these representations being computational.100

These general commitments come with numerous caveats. First, it is not clear whether101

the nature of computations performed over symbolic representations involve hard-102

wired algorithmic, intra-modular kinds of principles, or heuristic, perhaps malleable103

principles. This difference is important for semantics because, by hypothesis, it104

marks the boundary between linguistically-driven computations bearing on “shal-105

low” meaning (viz., a logical form), and those deemed pragmatic or based on world-106

knowledge, contingent on experience. We mentioned “intra-modular” computations107

because our proposal relies on there being a modular level of linguistic computa-108

tions whose output is a form of compositional semantic representation, a shallow109

one nonetheless (see Fodor, 2001; and de Almeida, 2018; and de Almeida & Lepore,110

2018, for recent discussion).111

Postulating that linguistic processes are computations over symbolic represen-112

tations is crucial to our take on what sorts of knowledge representation enter into113

tasks such as understanding a sentence or having a thought. This is so because we114

assume that some of these processes are executed in virtue of the formal prop-115

erties of the expressions that are computed, including properties of its constituent116

symbols, while others are entirely dependent on the content of token symbols—or the117

content that token symbols point to. Furthermore, we assume that semantic units—or118

concepts—are the very elements of higher-level representations and processes, not119

only of linguistic representations proper. That is, thoughts have concepts as their120

most elementary parts, and those happen to be the same elements one recovers in the121

1The postulation that the semantic representation of token lexical items varies along n dimensions
(multiple features or senses or salient properties) is incompatible with the view that semantic repre-
sentations are symbolic and that processes are computational. Symbolic expressions and operations
over them require that constituent symbols hold across contexts and expressions—thus require a
“classical” notion of compositionality. If token items were to vary along numerous dimensions, in
the extreme case, contradictions (P & ~P) could be taken as valid, depending on which properties
were to contribute content to the constituents of the two P’s.
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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles with the Analytic … 5

process of understanding a sentence; they are the same we ought to use in semantic122

analysis. As such, we assume that in order to account for the nature of these cognitive123

processes—that is, in order to account for the nature of those thoughts—it is crucial124

we not only understand the nature of the elementary parts, but also how they combine125

to yield the meaning that the thought carries.126

Moreover, we think that to entertain a thought is to entertain something like127

a proposition whose basic elements are concepts. We take a proposition to be a128

mental object, a symbolic expression standing for the meaning of a sentence or other129

higher cognitive representation. Thus, we argue that any complex representation130

carrying content is propositional, baring cases in which ideas are incomplete (viz.,131

arguments are not saturated) or when representations refer to individuals.2 Thinking,132

thus, entails combining all the elementary concepts into series of propositions, which133

are most likely represented as something akin to a logical form specifying the rela-134

tions between conceptual constituents (see Kintsch, 1974; and McKoon & Ratcliff,135

1992, for early propositional theories). This view also applies to the process of136

language comprehension: understanding a sentence requires recovering the meanings137

of words/morphemes in the context of the proposition that the sentence expresses.138

Propositions are thus the mental objects whose referents are states and events in the139

world (and ideas about events and states in the imaginary world, if you will). In140

order for propositions to refer, or in order for propositions to stand for the events and141

states whose contents they represent, they have to compose, and in order for them to142

compose they require a syntax.143

Much of what we talk about in the present chapter, thus, has a particular notion of144

compositionality lurking in the background: namely, one that takes lexical and func-145

tional constituents and how they are combined syntactically to determine sentence-146

level meaning. Clearly, any position one takes on the analytic/synthetic distinction147

(or lack thereof) has direct consequences for the kinds of elements that enter into the148

composition of meaning. For instance, let us assume that one holds an enriched form149

of compositionality, as proposed by Pustejovsky (1995) and Jackendoff (2002)—a150

proposal to which (2) above adheres. Leaving details aside, enriched compositionality151

takes the meaning of a sentence to rely on the interpolation of some features or onto-152

logically primitive properties stored within lexical entries. Such a view is burdened153

with establishing an analytic/synthetic distinction. In principle, by appealing to the154

internal analyses of lexical items, compositionality cannot hold, for analyticity is155

necessarily unbounded, thus holistic. Furthermore, assuming that our thoughts are156

productive, and that productivity requires compositionality, then thoughts ought to157

be compositional. Thus any theory on the basic elements of meaning necessarily158

needs to account for the compositionality of thoughts (see Fodor, 1998, for a similar159

point). We think, in summary, that holding on to a strict notion of compositionality is160

imperative for determining which concepts theory prevails. However, as we will see161

2We could argue that general or singular terms carry a property, viz., that ‘∃x (MARY = x)’ is about
being Mary. But we will eschew this issue and assume that complex representations include at a
minimum singular terms and their predicates.
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6 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

in Sect. 3, there are different approaches to compositionality and this issue interacts162

with the position one takes with regards to the analytic/synthetic distinction.163

So far, this general view of the nature of complex representations strikes us as stan-164

dard, though by no means consensus. But before we move on to discuss analyticity in165

semantics, we have two other brief methodological observations to make regarding166

semantics research in cognitive science. The first methodological observation is this:167

since we are realists and naturalists about mental representations—semantic or other-168

wise—we contend that to do semantics one needs to appeal to all tools of cognitive169

science, bar none. We take it that linguistic methods may take precedence over others,170

for crosslinguistic generalizations and distributional properties of expressions often171

provide us with rich data, supporting arguments for the reality of particular types of172

semantic algorithms. But by the same token, we take the experimental tools employed173

in cognitive psychology and neuroscience to be crucial to advance theory, rather than174

simply supporting linguistic postulates. As Fodor, Fodor, and Garrett (1975) once175

suggested, native speakers’ intuitions are psychological data; and if we are tasked176

to investigate the realm of psychological data, experimental evidence might be at177

par with crosslinguistic and distributional evidence. This is important to mention178

here because what we are about to discuss requires analyzing certain phenomena not179

only in light of theoretical arguments, but also relying on the results of empirical180

observations typically obtained in experiments.181

The second methodological observation we want to make regards how semantics182

research often proceeds. We take it that the fault line of the analytic/synthetic distinc-183

tion, which we will address in the next section, has caused some other cracks in the184

foundations of semantics. Virtually all attempts to develop a theory of features has185

taken place by appealing to what one knows to be true about referents—objects and186

events—in the world, which are not necessarily the kinds of information one repre-187

sents in mind about these objects and events. Appeals to intuitions here can only go188

so far. We surmise, however, that much of what drives the proposal for feature sets as189

constituents of concepts relies on what has been called the “intentional fallacy”. In a190

nutshell, the intentional fallacy arises when the particular properties that one assumes191

to be part of a stimulus are attributed to its mental representation. In psychology, this192

is sometimes referred to as the “stimulus error”, after Titchener (1909). The inten-193

tional fallacy permeates work in semantics, for any semantics that appeal to features194

has the burden of establishing the criteria for what is to be taken as true properties of a195

stimulus (whatever those may be) from properties that may result from one’s knowl-196

edge or beliefs about that particular stimulus. To put it simply, what the researcher197

knows to be true about a referent is not necessarily true of its mental representation.198

The consequences of this fallacy are pervasive, crucially affecting the discussion on199

what is analytic and synthetic, and by extension, where the line should be drawn200

between semantics and pragmatics (for further discussion, see de Almeida, 2018).201

As we will see, a key issue–in line with that we see in proposal (2)–is the idea of202

“coercion”. We turn to these matters now.203
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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles with the Analytic … 7

2 The Analytic/Synthetic Distinction and Semantic204

Theories205

We start off by briefly revisiting the problem of analyticity and why it poses a chal-206

lenge for semantic theories—at least semantic theories that share our architectural207

commitments—in particular the key issue of compositionality. We do so aware that208

these issues are far from news. But at the same time, we are concerned that they are209

rarely, if ever, addressed in the semantics literature.3210

The analytic/synthetic distinction has been like a dark cloud over semantics ever211

since Quine wrote his Two dogmas paper. Quine was interested in debunking a kind212

of semantics—in particular Carnap’s—that appealed to what Carnap called logically213

true (or L-true) as opposed to “indeterminate” or factual (F-true) statements. The214

distinction goes back at least to Kant’s attempt at separation between analytic (L-true)215

and synthetic (F-true) (see Carnap, 1956, Chap. 1). But as Quine showed, there were216

no firm criteria for establishing this difference: in essence, L-true and F-true were217

sourced from the same data, even if on the surface some statements appear to be true in218

virtue of the meaning of their constituents (the likes of A dog is an animal). It should219

be clear, before we advance discussion, that our concern is not with truly analytic220

statements such as those in which a conjunction entails its parts. These are run over221

form—something like P&Q → P. The first case is obviously compatible with the222

architecture we adopt: in fact it is essential to algorithmic cognitive processes that223

they run over form, not content, such that it is always the case that P&Q → P or P&Q224

→ Q, no matter what P and Q stand for. Thus, analyticity of form holds. Our concern225

is with other, often subtler, forms of analyticity, common to lexical-semantic theories226

as well as theories of composition relying on certain types of semantic operations227

such as “coercion”. And, more broadly, our main concern is with the shaky ground228

upon which all of semantics that appeal to analytic features stands.229

There are, we think, roughly three ways to conceive how a concept might enter230

into—i.e., contributes content to—a proposition. (i) The first is by contributing its full231

content, whatever that may be. If one believes concepts to be composed of particular232

sets of features, then the content that a given concept contributes to a proposition must233

necessarily be that particular set of features–nothing more, nothing less. (ii) Another234

way in which a concept might contribute content to a proposition is by contributing235

some, but not necessarily all, of its features. If one believes a concept to be made236

up by a set of features, then, the kinds of features that a concept might contribute to237

a particular proposition is relative to the particular context of the proposition—that238

is, it is sensitive to other constituent concepts, perhaps to the wider discourse, and239

perhaps to the syntax of the expression. And (iii) the third way in which a concept240

3An anonymous reviewer was right at pointing out, among other problems, that the analytic/synthetic
issue that we are trying to “reawaken” is “not new”. This, of course, is not an argument against
our view. If anything, this is an embarrassment for semantic theories. We believe that the two case
studies we discuss below, though limited in scope, are representative of a widespread practice in
semantics. It should be noted that the kind of a/s issue we are raising is about mental representation,
not linguistic analysis.
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8 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

can contribute content to a proposition is somewhat similar to (i), but does away with241

analyticity: concepts contribute all their content, except that, according to this view,242

a concept has no features. In the present section, we will discuss (i) and (ii); the case243

for (iii) will be further advanced in Sect. 3.244

We cannot possibly be exegetic in our evaluation of semantic theories that are245

committed to analyticity (see, e.g., Engelberg, 2011a, for review). Our goals here246

are to illustrate the state of the art and thus motivate our proposal for moving away247

from analyticity—namely, to make the case for our brand of atomism. And we will248

substantiate our case by discussing work from two particular semantic phenomena,249

one involving the representation of causative verbs, and one involving the represen-250

tation of what we call “indeterminate” sentences, which in some circles is known as251

“coercion”. These two cases are illustrative for two reasons. The first, and perhaps252

most important one, is because both cases expose the root of the problem we want to253

shed light on: the problem of analyticity in semantics. The nature of the representa-254

tion of causative verbs has long been the focus of disputes in linguistics and lexical255

semantic theories at least since the time of generative semantics (e.g., McCawley,256

1972). The case of indeterminate sentences such as (1) has also received some atten-257

tion early on (see Culicover, 1970). As we will see, these two topics are representative258

of how intuitions about meaning can lead to the intentional fallacy trap. And both259

represent challenges to the classical way of conceiving compositionality. But as we260

will see, in Sect. 3, we offer a parsimonious treatment of these two cases with the type261

of atomism cum inferences we propose and the classical notion of compositionality262

it entails. The second reason we focus on these two cases is, not coincidently, that263

they have been topics of our own research—so we conveniently stay close to familiar264

cases to make a point we deem fundamental for investigating semantics in cognitive265

science, more broadly.266

2.1 Causatives267

Most theories of lexical semantic representation are committed to a form of analyt-268

icity that takes lexical meaning to be represented in terms of a cluster of features,269

usually expressed in the form of templates filled with variables and predicates.270

Causative verbs are the paradigm example as they have been the topic of many271

disputes between camps. A typical case is (3a), whose meaning is represented in272

(3b).273

(3) a. Johnx broke the vasey

b. [[x ACT] CAUSE [BECOME [y <BROKEN> ]]
274

A representation such as in (3b), in the notation of lexical semantics (Levin &275

Rappaport Hovav, 2005) is nonetheless representative of other approaches such as276

conceptual semantics (Jackendoff, 1990, 2002), cognitive semantics (Croft, 2012),277

frame semantics (e.g., Fillmore & Baker, 2009), to cite a few. These theories differ in278
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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles with the Analytic … 9

terms of the types of information that enter into meaning representation, how features279

are combined, the nature of the primitive bases (viz., ontological categories upon280

which concepts are built), as well as the level, whether it be linguistic or conceptual,281

at which these representations are entertained.4 But their commonalities, by far,282

surpass their differences, for they all seem to appeal to hidden predicates and other283

analytic properties to account for the semantic representation of lexical constituents284

and their carrier sentences.285

We assume that semantic templates such as (3b) are intended to represent the286

propositional content of (3a) specifying its form and key elements of meaning.5287

The evidence corroborating this view either comes from distributional data or from288

experiments suggesting that complex templates are more difficult to process than289

simplex ones (i.e., they engender longer reading times; McKoon & Macfarland, 2000)290

or involve more “connections” (Gentner, 1981) between other simpler concepts in291

memory and are thus better recalled. We won’t repeat the review of the arguments292

and experimental studies supporting predicate decomposition, here (see de Almeida293

& Manouilidou, 2015; also Engelberg, 2011b): there seems to be widespread agree-294

ment of decompositional views, which spares us from a more thorough review. Our295

mission is rather to call attention to the evidence against decomposition, which also296

comes from distributional evidence and experiments—but which enjoy much less297

acceptance.298

The first kind of evidence pertains to the lack of synonymy between sentences299

that are supposed to be semantically represented by the same constituents.6 Take300

(4a) and (4b) as examples. These sentences, by hypothesis, yield the same semantic301

representation, as in (4c): while (4a) involves the lexical causative, (4b) involves its302

periphrastic counterpart. Unless the periphrastic cause x to die does not mean what is303

in (4c), the idea is that the two sentences are synonymous—hence that the template304

in (4c) should hold for both (4a) and (4b).305

(4) a. John killed the cat

b. John caused the cat to die

c. [[x ACT] CAUSE [BECOME [y <DEAD> ]]

306

But as Fodor (1970) argued sentences such as (4a) and (4b) do not denote the307

same events, for one can cause the cat to die on Saturday by poisoning his food on308

4We are assuming throughout that these theories all postulate that template structures are represen-
tations of psychological objects, as in Jackendoff (1983), similar to representations in a language
of thought, though this is not always explicit in the works we cite.
5Although most of our discussion focuses on a theory such as Levin and Rappaport Hovav’s (2005),
we assume that the main points we make apply to all theories we mentioned.
6An anonymous reviewer pointed out that, “Most people don’t assume that in order for there
to be synonymy (and thus, analytic truths), the expressions in question need to be psychologically
perfectly equivalent. For instance, it is standardly accepted that a correct analysis can be highly non-
obvious.” We fail to understand what “most people” assume, for we do take synonymous sentences
in natural language to be expressions of “perfectly equivalent” mental states (viz., propositions).
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10 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

Thursday, but one cannot kill the cat on Saturday by poisoning his food on Thursday.309

The distribution of time adverbials suggests that these are not similar events.7310

Along similar lines, there are diverse experiments suggesting that causatives do not311

decompose, for they do not exhibit complexity effects (e.g., de Almeida, 1999a; Fodor312

et al., 1975, 1980; Kintsch, 1974; Manouilidou & de Almeida, 2013; Rayner & Duffy,313

1986; Thorndyke, 1975; see de Almeida & Manouilidou, 2015, for review). These314

studies have employed numerous techniques—from judgment to reading times—and315

have been consistent in pointing to the lack of decomposition effects. More recently,316

data from Alzheimer’s patients have also landed support to this camp. For instance, if317

verbs are represented by semantic templates, we should expect the pattern of deficits318

to reflect the purported effect of semantic complexity—with more complex concepts319

being harder to retrieve. Notice also in passing that the more predicates a template320

carries, the greater the chances that the concept might be impaired. But as we have321

recently shown (de Almeida, Mobayyen, Kehayia, Antal, Nair, & Schwartz, 2019),322

when Alzheimer’s patients are asked to name video clips of events and states which323

depict classes of verbs with varying complexity (e.g., causatives, motion, and percep-324

tion/psychological), these patients’ naming pattern does not line up according to the325

predicted complexity. Causatives, which contain hypothetically more predicates are326

not affected as severely as psychological verbs, which contain less predicates. The327

pattern of results suggests that categorical deficits are not along the lines of semantic328

template complexity, but rather along the lines of thematic structure, with verbs329

assigning an Experiencer role to the subject position being harder to name. We330

assume that thematic roles are “psychologically real”: they affect the composition of331

a sentence in the mapping between syntax and the logical form, viz., by assigning332

roles to constituents based primarily on their syntactic positions and following the333

structural specifications of the predicate (see also Manouilidou, de Almeida, Nair, &334

Schwartz, 2009, for compatible results).335

Crucially, the properties that enter into templates are far from well justified, for336

neither their ontological status has been determined, nor has the selection of features337

been principled.8 At first, it may seem like a daunting task to think of a concept338

without thinking about the constituent parts we know (or more like think) to be339

true of that particular stimulus. For instance, it may be difficult to think of DRINK340

without entertaining thoughts such as LIQUID, or MOUTH. But entertaining these341

thoughts, as a function of entertaining DRINK does not necessarily entail that the342

likes of LIQUID and MOUTH are to be taken as constituent features of DRINK.343

Furthermore, if these features are taken to be constituents of DRINK, then, we can344

conclude that they too carry content themselves which are expressed in terms of345

7This is perhaps old news but to our knowledge, with few exceptions (e.g., Jackendoff, 1990, 2002;
Harley, 2012), it has not been addressed in the literature.
8As Jackendoff (2002, p. 377) puts it, lexical-semantic decomposition “… is a richly textured system
whose subtleties we are only beginning to appreciate (…). It does remain to be seen whether all this
richness eventually boils down to a system built from primitives, or if not, what alternative there
may be.” While we take this position seriously, our point here is that the a/s distinction stands as
the main obstacle to the empirical prospects of lexical semantics.
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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles with the Analytic … 11

other features. The consequence of this is holism about content. And holism is the346

antithesis of semantics—as Quine had first suggested.347

As a further example of this state of affairs, consider the distinction between348

so-called “externally caused” and “internally caused” change of state verbs such as349

those in (5a) and (5b) respectively.350

(5) a. The cement crumbled

b. The apple rotted
351

Although much of this distinction bears on the realization of predicate-arguments352

(e.g., externally caused verbs usually do not enter into transitive forms), a critical issue353

is how the distinction is made in semantic analysis. For Levin and Hovav (1995),354

internally caused change of state verbs denote events brought about naturally in355

the object, while externally caused change of state verbs “imply the existence of an356

‘external cause’ with immediate control over bringing about the eventuality described357

by the verb: an agent, an instrument, a natural force, or a circumstance” (p. 92).358

The way the difference between these verb classes is presented appeals to our359

(perhaps naïve) knowledge of physics. But even that might fail us for we are not360

certain whether what makes something rot is internal or external, that is, whether361

atmospheric variables are the triggers of rotting, or alternatively if an object—say,362

an apple—rots entirely on its own. The same can be said of cement crumbling. The363

physics baggage is heavy. And we suspect this case lines up with classical cases364

of intentional fallacy plaguing semantics: even if the rot/crumble distinction can be365

determined solely on linguistic (viz., structural) principles, it is an entirely different366

claim to attribute the difference to mentally represented properties of the two types of367

events. Understanding the properties of the world will not help us fix the properties368

of semantic representations.369

The point we are making, in summary, is one we have briefly touched upon in the370

previous section: just because one knows a stimulus or phenomenon to be composed371

of certain properties, it does not entail that these properties are encoded as mental372

representations of the stimulus or phenomenon. This is precisely the perennial effect373

of the intentional fallacy on semantic theorizing.374

Before we further explore this issue, in contrast to atomism in Sect. 3, we would375

like to address rather briefly a second semantic phenomenon—coercion—one for376

which appeals to analyticity are also quite evident.377

2.2 Indeterminacy (or “Coercion”)378

The term “coercion” (or type-coercion, or type-shifting) is identified with partic-379

ular hypotheses on how sentences such as (1) are interpreted—among which is the380

proposal presented in (2). We refer to these sentences as “indeterminate” because381

the actual action that Mary performed with the book is not determined, although the382

sentence is grammatical and a truth value judgment can be made (namely, it is true383
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12 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

if Mary began to do anything with the book); so much for terminology. The “coer-384

cion” hypothesis assumes that the proposition expressed by sentences such as (1) are385

necessarily enriched along the lines of what is exemplified in (2), but in particular386

proposal (2d), which we repeat here for convenience.387

(2) (d)  Comprehenders incorporate the event sense into their semantic 
interpretation of the VP by reconfiguring the semantic representation 

βbegan[αthe book]]  [β began[α

reading the book]].(Traxler et al., 2005, p. 5) 

converting [of the complement, into
388

This processing hypothesis largely follows the theory of type coercion proposed by389

Pustejovsky (1995). The essence of coercion is that the alleged mismatch between the390

verb’s selectional restrictions and the nature of the internal argument. By assumption,391

the verb begin selects for an event, though the noun book is an entity. This mismatch392

triggers the search for a “plausible action” that would yield an enriched semantic393

composition, by interpolating a semantic constituent such as reading into the final394

form. But as we briefly alluded to in Sect. 1, a commitment to such a process entails395

a commitment to determining which, among all possible senses, are the ones to be396

interpolated into the resulting representation.397

There is perhaps some confusion here between meaning, sense, and use—damage398

that unfortunately Wittgenstein cannot come back to repair. If we tell you that it is hot399

today, in Montreal, when actually it is −20 °C, we are most likely being sarcastic.400

It does not entail, now, that the concept HOT includes COLD, among its senses.401

We are certainly using the word hot to convey something else entirely, to provoke402

you or, as Davidson (1978) would say, to invite you to think, just like we would do403

with a metaphor. And even if we were to admit that senses are represented in close404

proximity (by some metric) with the original concept, as a function of extensive use,405

there is no saying on how a sense is to be accessed, other than via its actual host406

concept. Thus, to make a simple point: it is HOT that needs to be accessed such that407

COLD can be entertained.408

It is clear that hypotheses committed to multiple layers of properties supposedly409

stored with token items are simply question begging: which sorts of elements are410

the ones to be chosen, and how are they to be chosen? As we will argue in Sect. 3,411

a different explanation can be offered in cases of conceptual tokening: inferences412

driven by synthetic relations are the ones that yield the effects which decomposition-413

alists claim to be effects of constituency. We will, thus, offer a more parsimonious414

analysis of this phenomenon, doing away with analyticity and placing the burden of415

interpretation on the identification of gaps, at the syntactic and logical-form repre-416

sentation of sentences, with most interpretation post-logical form being inferential,417

not relying on analytic properties of lexical concepts.418
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3 Alternative: Atomism and Inferences419

What is, then, our proposal for doing away with analyticity? We should warn you420

that the proposal might be disappointingly simple, and our presentation of the theory421

will be somewhat constrained by the scope of the present chapter. Here is how we422

proceed. We start off by connecting our view of concepts with what we envision to423

be the architecture of cognition, as briefly presented in Sect. 1. Then, we discuss two424

main issues: (i) the representation of concepts according to our brand of atomism;425

and (ii) how concepts might be causally connected to each other—viz., as inferential426

relations. And, throughout, we tailor our discussion of atomism and inferences to the427

analysis of the two phenomena we discussed in Sect. 2.428

We have mentioned that we are committed to symbolic representations and to429

computational processes. Patently, we take symbols that stand for content to be430

atomic, not molecular representations. And we take these symbols to compose431

into complex structures the classical way: complex symbolic expressions get their432

meaning as a function of the meaning of their constituent symbols and how they433

are arranged in propositions. Symbols then carry (or point to) information about the434

things (and events) they refer to. We do not establish a lower limit on the content435

that the simplex symbols convey—or more properly on the very content that they436

individuate—but we suggest that they are properties, predicates, and “particulars”,437

as Russell (1913) once put it. We assume that, for the most part, atoms are expressed438

by the simplex bound and free morphemes of natural language. And since we take439

concepts to be the very symbols of (again, Russell) our “experience”, we assume that440

they enter into different cognitive processes via computations.441

So much for linking our view of conceptual representation and processes to the442

architecture we presented in Sect. 1. As for the nature of conceptual representation, if443

concepts are “atoms”, they are simply individuated by the kinds of things they refer.444

One quick note should suffice to address the problem of reference here: while we445

take concepts to be pointers to objects (in a very broad sense, including properties446

like patches of color) and events, they are also representations of things for which447

there is no referent (or, again, as Russell put it, in the “past, present, or not in time at448

all”, p. 5).449

Two further observations are in order. The first is that it is likely that the things450

concepts individuate are full objects—the midsize things that populate scenes like451

chairs and pencils—or full events. But they can be just fractions of these: there is452

nothing in the system we suggest that ties the tokening of concepts to these ontological453

categories. And, to our knowledge, there is no clear line demarcating parts and454

objects, or objects and scenes (to wit, HORIZON is an “object” for all practical455

purposes; and so are DOG and TAIL). Second, a related issue: it is quite plausible456

to take “particulars” to be the tokening elements upon which one arrives at a given457

concept. For instance, it is well known that events have no fixed boundaries, that is,458

that the meaning of the verb to kill, say, does not pick up particular time and space459

properties, with well determined beginning and end points. Not even the property460

of being dead marks the endpoint of kill, for to die also lacks clearly perceptually461
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14 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

marked boundaries. Moreover, it is not the case that having kill entails having dead.462

In our system, the relation is inferential, not one of dependency.9 If so, most likely463

the kinds of “particulars” that the conceptual system locks into may be the very entry464

points to the sets of inferences one runs in conceptual processing. This may become465

clearer with an example.466

Take (6) to be the referential relation that obtains between the word (or the object)467

dog and its concept.468

(6)   dog DOG469

The locking mechanism that affords DOG out of the word or object is a mechanism470

that in principle is tokened by whole objects, assuming that the visual attentional471

mechanism locks into full objects (see Fodor & Pylyshyn, 2015; Jackendoff, 2002).472

But it may well be the case that what one gets are parts of objects. Thus, getting473

TAIL tokened is what gets one to eventually entertain DOG. Notice that in order for474

this system to work, there ought to be a system of relations between concepts. As475

we mentioned above, we are committed to having conceptual relations that are not476

necessary; that is, to use the example, it is not the case that tokening TAIL necessarily477

causes DOG; only tail causes TAIL, but we suggest that one might get to the host478

object via its parts, not because they are conceptually dependent, but because they479

are inferentially connected.480

We owe you, of course, a bit more clarity on how the system might work regarding481

these non-analytic inferences. We propose to work with the two phenomena we482

discussed in Sect. 2, beginning with causatives and, soon after, with the compre-483

hension of indeterminate sentences. Along the way, we make a few observations484

regarding the less developed parts of our proposal.485

3.1 Back to Causatives486

Although we take Carnap’s commitment to analyticity in semantics to be487

misguided—just like Quine put it—the tools we inherited from him are of partic-488

ular importance for conceiving psychological inferences bearing on meaning. Enter489

meaning postulates (henceforth MPs), which are quasi-logical inferences. We say490

quasi-logical only in the sense that they are not proper inferences whose consequent491

is by necessity entailed by the antecedent. And while this is a common tool in seman-492

tics, we take the kinds of MPs that run between concepts to be the very inferences493

9We note in passing that, although this would take us far afield, what counts for us as a perceptual
boundary for, say, to die, is tied to observation, not to the actual act of dying which is independent
of observation. To wit, consider the end point of the verb to break as in John broke the vase: would it
be when all physical particles of said vase cease moving? The concept BREAK is not determined by
the actual physical phenomenon, by Newtonian laws (those are not “in the head”; cf. the intentional
fallacy) but by when break causes BREAK.
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How Can Semantics Avoid the Troubles with the Analytic … 15

that give rise to a myriad of relatedness effects found in the empirical literature and494

in other frameworks committed to analyticity.495

Consider causatives. As we discussed above, voices in unison claim that causatives496

decompose. But there is strong evidence—from experiments and arguments—that497

causatives might not decompose. How, then, can one account for the pervasive effects498

obtained in the relations between arguments of the verb? How can one account for the499

pervasive effect of relations between transitive and intransitive variants of the same500

root verb? One way to conceive the relation between concepts—such that KILL501

and DIE or BOIL-transitive and BOIL-intransitive are related—could be by running502

inferences such as in (7).503

(7) a. x y [BOIL(x, y)] [BOIL(y)]

b. y [BOIL(y)] [100oC(y)]

c. ( x[P(x)] [Q(x)])n

504

We can cast this proposal in simple predicate logic, by attributing properties to505

individuals and by linking predicate relations as inferences. We can only highlight506

a few of the characteristics of this system—the ones that are in direct contrast with507

decompositional views discussed in Sect. 2. Notice also that the relation between508

transitive and intransitive variants of the same core concept can be accounted for509

by the entailment between arguments of the verb. But our suggestion is that beyond510

those entailments—which are in essence argument-structure driven— “properties”511

of the event denoted by the verb are also attained by these relations. We won’t512

extend this account of causatives here much further (but see de Almeida, 1999a, b,513

for early versions of this proposal). Suffice it to say that these inferences are not514

content-constitutive, thus, that it is not the case that the content of an utterance or a515

thought somehow depends on the “appropriate” inferences being computed. To us,516

the inferences that are typically run when concepts are tokened are synthetic, thus517

their actual content cannot be accounted for by semantic analysis.518

We also acknowledge that even those with whom we share the main tenets of519

atomism have argued against adopting MPs for they are too unconstrained and thus520

cannot be used as an account of semantic inferences (Fodor, 1998). We part ways here.521

While we agree that they are unconstrained, our goal is not to model the very content522

tokened by a concept such as KILL or BOIL, but the inferences that might ensue that523

are taken to account for the conceptual content in all sorts of psychological effects524

(from priming to prototypicality to semantic-memory impairments). In summary,525

we suggest that inferences such as (7b) are entirely contingent on experience. And526

we suggest (7c) to be a basic law of how inferences run over predicates. To assume527

that those inferences constitute the representation of lexical content is, in principle528

to incur in the intentional fallacy.529
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16 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

3.2 Back to “Coercion”530

We turn now to the other phenomenon, that of the comprehension of indeterminate531

sentences such as (1). To ease discussion and comparison with (2)—we will cast our532

proposal rather informally as in (8).533

(8) (a) Every incoming token lexical item (i) maps onto its corresponding
concept (book BOOK), (ii) contributes its syntactic information

(book __N ), and (iii) contributes logical
(viz., a logical form;

(b) The evolving syntactic parsing for a sentence such as (1) tags all its
lexical constituents and its linguistically motivated gaps—viz., the
gaps for syntacticpositionsthatmaybe optionallyfilled-inlexically.
Asfor(1),the gap is potentially in the VP, as in [ 
[V0 e [OBJ NP]]]]. 

(c) The concepts that are accessed (mapped onto) by each lexical
item are premises for synthetic  inferences whose consequents 
are experience-basedrelations yielding between predicates (thus,a 
possible inference would be [ [READ[ABLE]](x)]). 

(d) The meaning of a sentence is obtained by combining the token
concepts—the translations of morphemes —

y
into the evolving 

(=BOOK) (BEGIN (x, y)) 
(or, alternatively,  (BEGIN (x, y, w))); that is the shallow,

(e) Many processes of enrichment ensue; among them are the processes
of filling the gaps identified during syntactic structuring with the 
concepts that were part of the postulates triggered by (i) the utterance
context, and (ii) the co-text.

x BOOK(x) 

VP [V0began

to the evolving syntactic tree 
information to an evolving semantic composition 
[ x, BOOK(x)]).

form, such as x(=MAN),
w

logical 

unenriched  interpretation of (1).

534

We can only make brief observations about (8)—but we trust that the contrast535

with (2) is quite clear. First, notice that the meaning of book is not a sense; and,536

according to our proposal, there are no senses stored with the meanings of words.537

We do not deny that there are uses, but uses are obtained pragmatically (they are538

synthetic; see below), within the inferences that run after conceptual tokening (as539

in 8a) and conceptual composition. Also, as suggested in (8b) there are linguistic540

arguments for holding a syntactic gap within the VP of sentences such as (1) without541

appealing to effects of “coercion”.10 And we hold that the coercion effects shown in542

most experimental studies could be effects of this gap as they can also be effects of543

inferences that the indeterminate sentence triggers.544

10Several linguistic arguments for the VP gap hypothesis appear in de Almeida and Dwivedi (2008)
and in de Almeida and Riven (2012). Also, see arguments against coercion alternatives in de Almeida
and Lepore (2018) and in de Almeida et al. (2016), which we cannot begin to discuss here.
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The advantage of a proposal such as the one sketched in (8), in summary, is that545

it does away with analyticity. For any of the proposals appealing to analytic proper-546

ties, the burden is to determine the criterion for separating analytic from synthetic547

properties. We do not appeal to such properties because to us concepts are atomic,548

but we see a role for such properties in the inferences that ensue upon conceptual549

tokening and semantic composition.550

3.3 Conclusion: Atomic Concepts and Inferences551

We conclude by stressing a few points about our proposal. First, in the sense we take552

in the present proposal, the inferences about lexical-conceptual properties are mostly553

(if not all) synthetic, not analytic, as mentioned above. Thus, one can know what a554

dog is without knowing what an animal is or what a pet is, for that matter. Crucial555

to this approach is the idea that all such relations, commonly known as constituent556

features, are synthetic and thus the inferences that run over them are not necessary for557

content attainment. In fact, only the content that each individual symbol instantiates558

suffices, independent of the inferences it generates. If inferences are synthetic, they559

cannot be part of the meaning of a token item. And if they are not part of meaning,560

we can dispense with a semantics that attempts to legislate on experience and world561

knowledge.562

Second, we assume that many of the inferences that run as a consequence of563

a concept being triggered are common to many inhabitants of the same commu-564

nity, those sharing similar kinds of experiences. We cannot be precise on this idea565

because it points to something whose variables are virtually infinite. Crucial to our566

approach, in fact, is the idea that these commonalities cannot be legislated on. We567

also suggest that many, perhaps most effects found in the literature—from priming to568

prototypicality—are manifestations of these inferences; they are effects of the causal569

connectedness established between concepts as a function of use and experience. And570

we even acknowledge that it may be difficult to dissociate—empirically—between571

inferences computed upon tokening concepts and effects of “activation” of prop-572

erties. However, we have presented some clear signs from the literature that point573

against decomposition.574

We do hold that there is a crucial distinction, upon which a theoretical advantage575

stands: by not taking properties to be analytic, there is no commitment to building576

a semantic theory whose foundations are faulty. The crucial distinction between577

atomism and molecularism is that the former, but not the latter does not require578

semantic analysis based on features or synonymy and, because of that, there is no579

analysis of content other than assuming that concepts (and their lexical labels) are580

largely referential, symbols that point to things, events, ideas, and so forth. Reference581
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18 R. G. de Almeida and C. Antal

does not entail being in the presence of the object or event: it entails bringing to fore582

the relation between the symbol and the thing/event/idea it designates.11
583

If semantics appeals to features, without an analytic/synthetic distinction, it turns584

to holism, which is the antithesis of semantics—at least of a semantics committed to585

compositionality and productivity. If semantics appeals to properties of the world to586

fix properties of mental representations, it may fall into the intentional fallacy trap.587

The way semantics can avoid all this trouble is to turn to atomism cum inferences.AQ2588
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statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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